We consider the general setting of A.D. Alexandroff, namely, an arbitrary set Xand an arbitrary lattice of subsets ofX, ,..(L)) denotes the algebra of subsets of X generated by , and MR(L) the set of all lattice regular, (finitely additive) measures on .(L).
1. INTRODUCTION. We consider the general setting of A.D. Aiexandroff [2] , namely, an arbitrary set X and an arbitrary lattice of subsets of X,L..(L) denotes the algebra of subsets of X generated by L and MR (L) the set of all bounded, lattice regular, finitely additive measures on JI(L).
First, we investigate various topologies onMR(f_,) and on various important subsets ofMR (L), compare those topologies, and consider questions of measure repleteness whenever it is appropriate. It should be noted that the first topology we investigate was first considered by Blau [8] and by Kallianpur [14] on specific subsets ofMR (L) and by the latter in a topological framework. We thereby generalize those results and indeed we obtain Blau's main results as special cases.
Next, we consider the weak topology on MR(L), mainly when f_, is 6 and normal, which is the usual Alexandroff framework. This more general setting enables us to extend various results of Varadarajan [20] and to give applications to other specific topological spaces, rather than to just Tyehonoff spaces, lattices of zero sets, and Baire measures, as is done by Varadarajan. Our emphasis here is to just give an example of the type of generalizations which are possible and to develop some topological measure theory results on specific subsets ofMR (L) in the weak topology with L a particular topological lattice. We do not attempt here a systematic study of abstract Prohorov spaces, but just give an indication of the type of results which can be obtained. 682 P.D. STRATIGOS In summary, our aim is not just for generalization, but to give a systematic procedure, in a general setting, namely that ofMR (), for handling any of those special settings.
We adhere to standard terminology which can be found e.g., in [2, 4, 5, 11, 20] , and we review some of the more important terminology and notation used throughout the paper. Section 1. Terminology and notation. a)Consider any set X and any lattice of subsets ofX,. We shall always assume, without loss of generality for our purposes, that ,X . The definitions of the following terms are found in [4] " is 6, separating, disjunctive, regular, normal, Lindel6f, compact, countably compact, countably paracompact.
A subset otX, S, is said to be -compact if and only if the lattice S C is compact. The collection of -compact sets is denoted by K.
For any topological space X, the collection of closed sets is denoted by 9", the collection of clopen sets by and the collection of Borel sets by . b)For an arbitrary ftmctionf, the domain off is denoted by Df. For an arbitrary subset ofX, S, the characteristic function of S is denoted by sos. A function f from X to R U{+/-} is said to be -continuous if and only if for every closed subset ofR U{+/-oo},C,f-l(C). The set whose general element is a function from X to R U{+/-oo} which is -continuous and bounded is denoted by Cb(). The set whose goneral element is a zero set of is denoted by 2;().
The set whose general element is the intersection of an arbitrary subset of is denoted by t.
The algebra of subsets of X generated by is denoted by .(). c)Consider any algebra of subsets ofX,. A measure on. is defined to be a function p, from to R, such that I is finitely additive and bounded. (See [2] , p. 567.) The set whose general element is a measure on.l() is denoted by M(). For an arbitrary element ofM(), Ig the support of is defined to be f{L f Ix () -I Ix (X)} and is denoted by S().
An element of M(),lg is said to be -regular if and only if for every element of,q(),E, for every positive number, e, there exists an element of ,L, such that L C E and E) p(L)l < . The set whose general element is an element of M()which is -regular is denoted by MR(). An element of is said to be -(o-smooth) if and only ifffor every sequence in(), (A,), if(A,) is decreasing and limA, then lira p4,) 0. The set whose general element is an element ofM() which is -(o-smooth) is denoted by M(o,). An element ofM(), Ig is said to be -(z-smooth) if and only if for every net in ,(L,,, if is decreasing and limL-@, then lira (L)-0. The set whose general element is an element of M() which is -(z-smooth) is denoted by M('c,). An element of M(), is said to be -tight if and only if t /M(o,) and for every positive number, e, there exists an -compact set, K, such that Ix .(K') < e. The set whose general element is an element ofM()which is f,-tight is denoted by M(t, Denote the conjugate space of C,(f') by C,(f')'. Then, since o(Cs(,)-,Cs(f')) is the weak" topology on C,(f'),: coincides with the weak* topology on MR(f'). Now, recall that the relativization of the weak" topology on IR(f') is the Wallman topology. (See [21] .)
In the sequel, denote the relativization of the weak* topology to M/R(_,) by w* and the Wallman topology by W. Let us discard the condition "f' is 6 and normal". We will consider other topologies on M/R (), the relativization of each of which to IR(f') is W. Also, we will discover various properties of those topologies, compare them, and investigate questions of measure repletenes whenever an opportunity arises. Section3. (See [20] , p. 182, Theorem 2.) Before stating Theorem 2, Varadarajan notes that its proof is well-known and gives the following reference: ([3] , p. 180, Theorem 2). However, it is to be noted that Alexandroff's theorem pertains to sequences, and its proof is rather long and not adaptable to nets. Elsewhere, the theorem mentioned in Varadarajan's paper is stated without proof or is proved in a topological setting. A proof of the statement mentioned above is given in tliis section The statement "(,,) converges to v" is also expressed as lim g, v. ?) Consider the topology on M+R(f') associated with this closure operator and denote it by '.
Observation. Consider any element of M/R(),po. Now, consider any element of ,L, and any element of R+,e; then, consider {Ix EM+R()/Ix(L ') > po(L')e and IX(X)-IXo(X)I < } and denote it by B(po,L',e). Further, consider {B(p,L',e)/L Ef,e _R /} and denote it by S,, o. The following statement is true: $o is a subbase for the 'F-neighborhood system of 0. (Proof omitted.) (For the o-smooth case, see [1] .) Remark. J. H. Blau [8] works with the relativization of'fro M+R(o,) and calls it the A-topology.
Special cases. 1. Consider the pair IR(), W()) and topologize M/R(W()) in accordance with the method described above and denote the resulting topology by .
2. Consider the pair (IR(),tW()) and topologize M/R(tW()) in accordance with the method described above and denote the resulting topology by . 3 . Consider the pair (IR(o,), Wo()) and topologize M/R(Wo()) in accordance with the method described above and denote the resulting topology by . (ii) Note liml.q(X)-v(X).
Consequently lim l-q-v in "/'. Consequently e relativization of 'Tto IR(f.,) is W.
The following three Lemmas are needed in showing that if f., is normal, then 'Tis T2. Lemma 3.3 . Iff., is normal, then for any element ofM/(f.,), IX, for any two elements ofM/R(f.,),v,v, if : Vl, V on and IX(X)-v(X),v2(X), then vl -v2.
Proof. Assume , is normal. Consider any element ofM/(,), Ix, and any two elements ofM/R (L),v,v2, such that IX v:,v2 on , and X) v(X), v2(X). To show vl v2, assume the contrary. Then there exists an element of ,A, such that v(A) , v2(A). Consider any such A. Assume vx(A) < v2(A). (Note this assumption does not affect generality.) Then, since Vl, v2 E M/() and vx(X) v2(X), there exists a positive number, ix, such that Vl(A) < v2(X) < v2(A). Consider any such
Since
Consider any such B. Since B CA' and, is normal, there exist elements of,C,D, such thatA C C' and B CD' and C'D'-. Consider any such C, D. Since C't3D'-, CUD-X. Consequently la(C) + p(D) tt(X). Hence It(C) (1 ct)X) or D) =txix(X).
Consider the case: C) > (1 -c0X). Then, since (X) v2(X), v2(C) a= (1 -c0v2(X) . Hence, since v2(A) > tv2(X andA C C',v2(A UC) > v2(X). Hence, since this statement is false, p(D) . crUX). Then, since X)-vl(X),vi(D)>CtVl(X). Hence, since Vl(B)>(1 -tx)v(X) and B CD',v(B UD) > vx(X).
Hence, since this statement is false, the assumption is wrong. Consequently v v2.
The following two lemmas are well-known. Lemma 3.,t. Consider any real vector space E and any sublinear functional on E, p. There exists a linear functional on E, ap, such that, : p. Lemma 3.5. Denote the general element ofA(L) byA, and the general element ofM(z) by Ix. Consider the set whose general element is a function fromXto R, , such thatfisA(L)-simple and denote it by,5(,q(,)).
Consider the normed vector space 5(.fl(,)) and denote it by E. Denote the conjugate space of E by E'.
There exists a function from M(Z;) to E-,9, such that M(,))-E-and is an isomorphism. Specifically, a) for every ia, q() is such that for every 1", q()(.t] 13) for every element ofE-,ap, -l(ap) is such that for every A, 9-1(p)(A) Theorem 3.6. If , is normal, then '/'is T2. Proof. Assume , is normal. To show 'T is T, assume the contrary. Then there exists a net in M/R(,),(I.t,,), such that there exist two elements of M/R(),vl, v2, such that liml.q-vt, v2 and vl ,v2.
Consider any such (Ix, v, v 2. Next, proceed according to the following plan: Frst, obtain an element of M/(z;), k, such that k v 1, v2 onL and L(X) vI(X), v2(X). Then, show v v2, thus reaching a contradiction.
For every ct, consider q(I-q) (see Lemma 3.5) Lemma 3.5 ) and denote it by k.
Show . 6M/(L). Note for everyA, A) -(ap) (A) ap(t). Next, show ap is a generalized Banach limit. Show for everyf, lim (f) ap(j) s li-,(]'). Note for every.f, V(jr) p(f), use the fact: li___m ,(f) lim (-q,ff)). Fix.f. Note p(-]') lim ,(-D lira (-(f)). Consequently ap( D -ap(-]') lim--'(-q,(f)) li__m(f). Consequently for every f, lirn ,(f) ap(f) li"' ,(f). Hence ap is a generalized Banach limit. Now, note for every A, Jim ,(g:t)": ap(:.). Consequently for every A, k(A lira ,(x:.) limlx(A 0. Hence k M/(L).
Next, show .-: v,v2 on L. Note for every element of L,L,k(L) ap(ttt.) P(L)" lim ,(tCL) lira l.t,(L ). Since lim l.t v,v2, for every element ofL, L, lira l.ta(L vi(L), v2(L ). Consequently . v,v on L.
Finally, show X(X)-v(X),v(X). Note k(X)-ap(x) and lirn,(Cx) ap(g:x)-: lira ,0cx). Since lira l.t, v, v 2, lira lt(X) v1(X), vz(X). Consequently X) v(X), v(X). Summarizing: .6 M'(.) and v l, v2 6/M+R (L) and . v, v Then, since L is normal, by Lemma 3.3, v v2. Thus a contradiction has been reached. Consequently 7"is T.
Since L is normal, by Theorem 3.6, 'Tis T2. Consequently ]R (L) is closed.
Examples. (I). Consider any topological space X such that X is normal and let L Y. Then IRf.) is closed. 686 P.D. STRATIGOS IR(y) is known as the Wallman compactification of X and is denoted by taX. (See [21] .) (2) . Consider any topological space X such that X is/' and let.g 2;. Then IR(2;) is closed. IR (2;) is known as the Stone-Cech compactification of X and is denoted by fiX. (See [10] .) (3) . Consider any topological space X such that X is TI and 0-dimensional and let Z, -C. Then, IR(C) is closed. IR (c) is known as the Banaschewski compactification of X and is denoted by [ioX. (See [7] .) Corollary_ 3.8 . If z; is normal, then 9( U{M+R(Z:)}, where 9( is the collection of'T-compact sets, is a lattice and is measure replete.
Proof. Assume z: is normal. Then '/'is T:. Hence, since every element of is closed, is a lattice and is compact. Consequently U{M+R()} is measure replete. Proof. Assume f_. is 6 and normal. Then, since every norm bounded subset ofMR (f_,) is w'-compact, (MR(), w') is o-compact. Hence (MR(:_.), w') is Lindel6f; otherwise stated: .7 is Lindel6f. Consequently 9 is measure replete. Examples. (1) . Consider any topological space Xsuch that X is countably compact and normal, and let z; -.9". Then (MR(o,Sr), w') is Lindel6f.
(2). Consider any topological space X such that X is pseudocompact and Ta_, and let/; 2;. Then (MR(o,2;),w') is Lindel6f. The following theorem settles the question of coincidence of the topology r/-and the topology w" (when , is 6 and normal), raised at the beginning of this section, and also generalizes an important result of Blau ([8] , p. 27, obtained by combining Theorems 4, 5, and 6). (2). Consider any topological space X such that X is pscudocompact and T_, and let L Z,. Then for every nonncgativc number, k, the subspacc { M'R(o,Z,)I (X k} is T2 and compact.
The following theorem generalizes a result of Kallianpur ([14] , p. 948, Theorem 2. I). Since/; is T2,K C t/;. Since/; is strongly measure replete, it is measure replete. Consequently .M/R(x,,). Hence, since /; is separating and disjunctive, by ([4] , Theorem 2.5), there exists an element of M/R (x, t/; ), ixt, such that Ixt/az)and Ixt is unique. Now, note Ixt-(!)" on t/;. Consequently IXt-()" on K. Hence, since (). (K') + (ix0)" (K) (X), (). (K') IX(K'). Consequently IXl(K') < . Since t -M/R(,), there exists an element of/;,Lx, such that L C L' and IXo(L'-Lt)< . Consider any such Lt. Then consider K tqLt. Observation. Consider any element ofM/R(/;),k. Now, consider k/tz and denote it by k. Since c. is and normal, Z(/;) semiseparates/;. Hence ,0 M/R(Z,(L)).
By the above observation, v .M/R(Z,(/;)).
Since lim IX, -v in w', for every element of C(L),f, limffdIx, -ffdv. R(o,,) .
Examples. (1) . Consider any topological space Xsuch that X is countably paraeompact and normal, and let 9 r. Then M/R(o,2") is sequentially closed (in M/R(.9")).
(2). Consider any topological space Xsuch that X is T and countably bounded, and let -. Then by ([16] , p. 268, Lemma 10), 2 semiseparates 2". Also, note the condition "X is countably bounded" is equivalent to "9 is 2; countably bounded." Consequently M/R(o,.9") is sequentially closed (in M/R(.9")).
The following Lemma will be needed on several occasions. Consequently v IR(o,. Examples. Consider any topological space X such that X is normal and T1. (1) . Let/; 9-. Since is 6 and 9-semiseparates t9-(-9-)), and 9" is separating, normal, and disjunctive, D(r) is sequentially closed in M/ (o,9-) .
(2). Let/; 2;. Since (2; is 6 and2; semiseparates t2; (-9-)), and2; is separating, normal, and disjunctive, D(2;) is sequentially closed in M/R(o,2;). ([20] ).
The following three Lemmas will be needed in obtaining conditions under which M/R(,/;) is sequentially closed in [) Since US(t,') C tz; and t/; is paracompact, US(p,,) is paracompact. Hence, since US(p.n) satisfies the countable chain condition, by Lemma 4.6, US(p, , ) is LindehSf.
2. Show v'(\ S(,')) v(X). Since US(,') C t and lim n v in 'Tand is 5 and semiseparates / tL, by Lemma 4.2, ) )v'(?S(lxk)). Note or every n, Ix,(S(I.q))':l( US(I.q));/_, since CM/R(r,) and, is 8, by Lemma 4.5, la:(S(lan))--tXn(X); consequently n(X)"= Ix',(?S(Ix,)). Hence li--,'(X) ," ,/l(S()]" Since limnn -v in 'T, limn(X)-v(X).n Consequently v(X). l,n ,(S(g)). Hence v'(,US(n))-v(X). Example. Consider any topological space X such that X is paracompact and Tx, and let z; y. Since .qis and semiseparates ty(= 5-),t5 is paracompact, and .q" is separating and disjunctive, M*R(',99 is sequentially closed in M+R(o,y) . (This result is also true in normal metacompact spaces; see [17] .) Section f;.
In this section conditions are obtained under which tightness implies relative compactness in the weak* Example. Consider any topological space X such that X is TI and normal, and let Z 9". Since 9" is and.7 semiseparates tg-9-), and 9-is separating, disjunctive, and normal, for every subset ofM/R(o,9-), A, ifA is tight, thenA is w'-relatively compact inM/R (o,9" ).
The following theorem also gives conditions under which tightness implies relative compactness.
Theorem 5.2. If is countably paracompact, separating and disjunctive, 6 and normal, then for every subset of M/R (o,Z), A, ifA is tight, then A is w'-relatively compact in M/R (o,). (Proof omitted.)
Examples. (1) . Consider any topological space X such that X is countably paracompact, T1, and normal, and let Z -9". Then for every subset ofM/R(o,.7"),A, ifA is tight, thenA is w'-relatively compact in M/R(o,).
(2). Consider any topological space X such that X is T, and let -2;. Then for every subset of M/R(o,2;),A, ira is tight, thenA is w'-relatively compact in M/R(o,2;). ([20] , p. 205, Corollary HI.) (3) . Consider any topological space X such that X is Tt, and let -. Then for every subset of M/(o,),A, ifA is tight, thenA is ",'-relatively compact in M/(o,).
The following theorem gives conditions under which relative compactness implies tightness.
Theorem 5.3. Consider the condition: For every element of K, there exist an element of,,L, and an element of 6/, such that K C L' C/. (C) If , is separating and disjunctive, satisfies condition (C), is strongly measure replete, 6 and normal, then for every subset ofM/R(o,f.,),A, ifA is ",'-compact, thenA is tight.
Proof. Assume , is separating and disjunctive, satisfies etc. Consider any subset of M/R(o,,), A, such that A is ",'-compact. Assume A ,, O. c) Show A is norm bounded. Note for every element of A, It, t,II -pO0-fld. Consider the element of Cs(,),f, which is such that f-1. Then, by definition (see p. '3), for every element of MR(f.,), Ix,f(tt) -ffdtt. Since r is 6 and normal, f is ",'-continuous. Hence, since A is ,,'-compact, f(A is bounded. Consequently A is norm bounded. I) Show for every positive number, e, there exists an element of 96K, such that for every element of A, (X-K) < e. Consider any positive number e. Now, consider any element ofA, Since is strongly measure replete, t M/R(t,). (See Theorem 3.15.) Hence there exists an element of K, such that (X K 0 < e. Consider any such K.
Since satisfies condition (C), there exist an element of ,L, and an element of 6, such that / C L,' C/,. Consider any such L,/',.
Since r is separating, disjunctive, and normal, K C t. Since is strongly measure replete, it is measure replete. Consequently I -M/R(,,). Hence, since is separating and disjunctive, by ([4] , Theorem 2.5), there exists an element ofM/R(,t),l, such that ix/0:)i and I is unique. Moreover, I1 I" on t:. Consequently I Then L) X L') II(X L,') : tl(X -/) I.(X K,,) < Observation. Consider any element off_,,L. Since is 6 and normal, for every element of Cb(,) ,f,] is w'-continuous. Now, consider Note {W:lx EA } is an open cover of A. Hence, sinceA is compact, there exists a subcover ofA,5, such that S is finite, and nonempty (since A is nonempty). Consider any such ,$ and denote it by {W;n 1 /}. Also, consider LJ{/,;n 1, ...,/}. Note U{/,;n 1 /} .D enote this set by/. Now, consider any element ofA, . SinceA C U{W,;n /}, there exists a value of n, no, such L that E W, o. Consider any such n0. Then/ E and (X-/)h(X-/') Ix(X-/,o) ' h( X-,o /) Consequently A is tight. Remark. This theorem is a mild generalization of a result of Varadarajan ([20], p. 205, Theorem 29) and implies readily the Prohorov theorem.
Examples. (1) . Consider any topological space X such that X is T1, locally compact, normal, and .9" is strongly measure replete, and let f -.9". Then for every subset of M/R(o,.7"),A, ifA is w'compact, then A is tight.
Remarks. a) All conditions are satisfied, ifXis locally compact, T2, and LindelOf. (See [4] , p. 1516, Application 2.) b) All conditions are satisfied, ifX is locally compact, T2, and paracompact and separable. (See [4] , p. 1516, Application 2'.) (2) . Consider any topological space X such that X is T2, locally compact, and 2; is strongly measure replete, and let Z: -2;. Then for every subset ofM+R(o,Z,),A, ffA is w'-compact, thenA is tight.
Remark. Conditions for 2; to be strongly measure replete are found in [6] , e.g.,X /o(W(2;)).
The following theorem is a generalization of Theorem 5.3.
Theorem 5.4. If is separating and disjunctive, measure replete and Cech-complete (implying in particular that f_. is strongly measure replete) (see [4] , p. 1516), then for every subset ofM/R(o,f.,),A, ffA is w'-compact, then A is tight. (Proof omitted.)
Remark. In the concrete situation of Tychonoff spaces, with f -br, these results can be found in [13] and [19] . Section 6.
The following theorems describe a relationship between convergence in 'T and convergence in ', convergence in , or convergence in T'. (For the definitions of , and 'T', see p. 4.) [Denote the general element ofM/R(L)by It. The following three functions, associated with p, occur in the theorems just mentioned, namely, and it'. For their definitions see ([4] , p. 1501 and p. 1508).] Theorem 6. 
